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The Dimensional Stability Analysis of Seventeen Stepped Spec/_ens of
18Nt 200 Crndej PH13-SHo I and A28.6
I. Introduction
The use of a simple stepped specimen configuration to generate date on
the dimensional stability of candidate materials for cryogenic _nd tunnel
models was developed Jointly by the author of this report and Langley
Research Center (LaI_C) in January 1987. The results of initial tests on a
1SNi 200 Grade sample carried out in collaboration with the Cam Bear_s
Advisory SerVice of the UniVersity of Southampton, Sngland, were reported
briefly at the Cryogenic Nod61s Workshop held st LnRC on Nay Sth-Sth, 1982
(leg,l). A more detailed description of these rnsulcs and their analysis is
contained in a subsequent high number contractor report submitted in Aunt
1982 (aef.2). , t
In View of the apparent urgency Co the Cryogenic Models prog_a_ of
obtaining information on the stability of three _aterials which were already
bein 8 used for model fabrication at LaRC, 18Ni 200 trade, PH13-SHo, and A286,
instructions were issued got a total of seventeen et_pped specimens to be
fabricated and validated etcher by LaRC personnel or by their local -
subcontractors. Specimens _n_re cut from either the surface or the center of
plate _tock and were orientated _th the steps either parallel or
perpendicular co the _aJor rolling direction. In an attempt to see whether
the fabrication sequence was important, some samples were heat-Created •
before rough _achtningt while others were heat treated after rough
machinin S. Finally: all samples were submitted co cryogenic temperature
cycles to establish their dimensional stability in what would be the workin S
environment of a model in a cryogenic wiud runnel.
In this _eport, the resultJ obtained from these 17 speci_ns are
presented in a form thac it is hoped the reader will find easy to sail_tlace
and thus follow the changes in profile of he reference surface: from one
validation stage to the next. Additional information obtained at
Southampton_ using the same techniques as those utilized in the original
1SNi 200 trade sample (Ref.1), is also presented in order to give a cross-check
between the two sets of measurements.
These results are then reviewed tn otde_ to see whether or not it is
possible to e_tablish sly significant trends in the behaviour of the
different _aterials| the location of the samples, or the _elative sequence
of the fabrication stages.
i
Finally, reco_endations are _ade on where lmprove_Qnts may be
instigated in order to eflsute greater control over the _abrication and
validation stages and thus enable more meaningful data to _ obtained fro_
the stepped specimen prostam.
Use of co_ercial products or names of manufacturers in this report
does noC constitute official endorsement of such products or manufacturers,
either expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
_e
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2• Fabrication and Valid_a.tion Processes Laid Down for the Seventeen
Speciatens
i' 2.1 FabricationThe b sic co figuration and dimensions of the stepped specimen are
lI shown in Figure 1, together with the orientations of the 6 18Ni 200 Grade
specimens with respect Co rollins direction and plate thickness. The
fabrication and validation processes are given in Appendices l(a), (b) and
_ (c) for 18Ni 200 Grade. PH13-SMo, and A286 respectively. The fabrication and
evaluation processes differ for the three materials in a number of respects,
the most important of which is the position, tf anyj of heat-treatment and
cryocycle stages. For example, no high temperature heat-treatments are
specified for the A286. In the case of the 18Ni 200 Grade, four spec4mens •
were annealed prior to rough machining while two were not, add then all six
specimens were aged prior to final machining. & similar attempt was also
• ade with the PHI3-gMo samples Co vary the heat-treatment and rough
machining sequences• Finally, the cryogenic temperature cycles were carried
out on the fully machined samples for 18 Hi 200 Grade and PR13-gMo but between
i the .060 in step milling and grinding stages in A286. Although these
differences exist, nevertheless some conclusions may still be drawn from the
data.
_ There w_re also inconsistencies in the machining operations for the
three different materials. In the case of the 18Ni 200 Crade_ there i_ a
Lk
:_ difference in the length of the •060 in grinding stage, _rLth specimens CLS
and CLC having a 9 mm long step and iS, LC, TS and TC having a 6 Tan step•i_ These differences are summarized in Figure 2 for the five 18Ni 200 Grade. five
_ Pt_I3-SMo and one A286 samples in our possession. The finish of the
_ reference surfaces on many of the samples also show prominent coarse
,' grinding patterns• As will become apparent in the next sections, many of
irI the reference surfaces are NOT FLAT to the standard necessary to enable
" changes in the profile of the refereuce surface to be followed accurately•
_ Finally, in the A286 and l_t13-SMo samples in particular, there a_e visible
,I_ burn marks on the thinnest steps and in some cases the steps are not ground
'.__'" to a uniform thickness
_ 2.2 Validation
,/
•_ The major difference between the LaRC sourced specimens and that
ii_' fabricated at Southampton (Soton 1) lies in the use of a contacting stylus
_ system at LaRC and a contactless capacitance probe at Southampton. The u_
_ of a contacting stylus system has at leas_ two major disadvautaSesz (a) the
_ reference surface may set scratched if the stylus is dra_sed across it, and
_[ (b) the support syste_ needs to be rigid enough to resist the stylus
_._ pressure.
_, The layout of the measurin_ fixture end the location of the support
,,_ pOfnts are showu in Figure 3, together with the positions og the _easutiug
stations A-X. Figure 3 is in fact a typical work sheet in which the
_: deflections measured at positions A-X are tabulated on the left hand side of
_ the work sheet. For the 18Hi 200 Grade samples, e_ht such work sheets would
• ili deSc_lb_ the progress of each specimen from Cough machining to c_yocycliu_. •
_: As can be seen from Figure 3 the specimens ate supported on two _/8 in
_! a_td one 3/16 in balls, arranged in a triangle, while speciaen location Is
achieved by the three 1/_ in dowels. As _e shall see from the results
presented in the next sections, this arrangement does not seem to allow
consistent and accurate relocation of the samples for revalidatton betweeni!
,-.,........ -:....=.... -..................=................. 1983025749-
4i fabrication stages and is thus one of the arose that trill need rethinking
_, before further work is carried out.
:.ii+' 3. Choice.......of Format for Presentation of LaRC Results
As noted earliert the verification procedures adopted by LsltC and
' their subcontractors produced 24 data points per specimen which save the
deflections at 24 pre-determtned locations tn the reference plane, As the
eye is able to infer more about the shape and profile of a surface If that
surface appears three-dimensional, it was decided to attempt to present the
data in the form of pseudo-Isometric surfaces. Reference Co _ny of the data
presentation figures will show that in each case the specimen Is indicated
with ItS Steps f cing downwards, and that a rectangular grid pattern is
drawn on the reference surface. The dimensions of the specimen are shown on
its front edge. Near Its beck edge, the intersections of the rectangular
grid points, t_ading from left to _ght, represent the positions of the
measLtrement stations A-H. Along the centre line, again from left Co right,
the grid intersections give the locations of stations Z-P, while the
intersections nearest the front give stations P-X.
A system of axes is shown set up perpendicular to the reference
surface representing positive deflections ranging from .008 in above the
reference plane to negative deflections .002 in below it. At each measuring
station, A-X, the deflection measured by the appropriate validation stage is
plotted as far above or below the plane as required by the scale of axe_.
_i AI the deflections are plotted, adjacent points are Joined by lit_s, broken
._ or solid, to give an indication of the profile from the thick "leading edge'*
"i to the thin *'trailing edge** of the stepped specimen. Three such profiles
are drawn, using the deflection at stages A-H, I-P and P-X respectively.
• Finally, the three end points corresponding to stations H, P and X are
_ Joined together Co give an impression of the curvature of the chin "tralltn S
_:: edge" of the specimen.
_ Thus, for each verification stage, the 2h readings obtained _ere used
+_ to create an Impression of the three-dimensional shape of the reference
_ surface at this stage of the fabrication sequence. For the 18Nt 200 Grade,
there were 8 verification stages for each semple, while the PHI3-gMo and
A286 had 7 and 6 stages respectively. For each separate sample, all etaBes
are shown together on one sheet so thak the reader can follow the progress
through the various stages of fabrication. In most cases t_o different
stages are sho_m on the same diagram, differentiated by line type and
: symbol, while in some cases I or 3 stages are Shown per diagram for clarity
.... or convenie_ce. In all instances, the stages ate labelled at the side of
+= _ each diagram.
" In order co present the data with the greatest clarity_ and also to
_ake the task of handling the large number of dace points manageable,
cO_puter programs were _ritten to plot out the results, & total of 2904
data points were a_aeuted o_ the 17 samples in this phase o_ the project.
_ L" ' _e results show with adequate clarity the way In which the profile of
.... the reference surface chauges during the fabrication sequence. It is,
.° however_ necessary to exercise so_e care when trying co obtain _re
," quantitative information about the deflections and their cha_ee. In
+!' partic_lat_ It should be noted that the third support point of the
. verification fixture is located approximately at the center of the .060 in
+ thick flat, and that when the samples are revaltdated It is this point that
Is _tsed to recreate the horizontal plane. If the reference surface is
curved, as It _s in u_any of the _easurin8 stages_ this will cause the points ,
3.
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BCD, JKL and !tST to lie below the horizontal and the e_trem pointa OH, OP
and _X will show apparent deflections that are less than they should be.
This point Will be reconsidered later in Section 7.3.
Finally_ although it has been possible to create representations of
the profile of the reference flat _rlth 24 data points, it is not possible to
use the data to obtain quantitative estimates of the surface stresses
present. Continuous traces from which radii of curvature can be measured
are necessary if stresses are to be obtained uain 8 the method given in
Reference 2.
i
4. Coamevts on the Surface Profiles derived from the Data on
Vascoux 200
A total of 6 smples of 18N£ 200 Grade were fabricated and the surface
profiles derived from the data procured by LaltC are dho_m on Figures 4 to 9.
' _igures 4 and 5 are for the control samples CLS .and CLC that were NOT
: annealed prior to fabrication and they provide a suitable starting pointfro: which to consider interpretation of the results.
In the top left quadrant of Figure 4 the surface as defined by the
points taken during validation stage #4 is shown by the # symbols and the -
:._. - - line and this represents its condition after rough mtlltng_ labelled #4
_f (slab _tll). It can be seen that this surface is very well defined and flat. with no point lying more than .0002 in away from the plane. The second
! series of points shown In this quadrant are marked with $ symbols and Joined
i _tth- • - . lines and represent the surface as it existed after the ,236 ina_d ,118 in steps had been =:chined usin 8 a flat bottomed end millj as
_' recorded during validation stage f6. The surface is depressed below the
horizontal by up to about .001 in at the extreme right hand side with both
! front and back profil.es being slightly lower than the center. Noving on to
the bottom left quadrant the surface defined by the - symbols and the - .o -
.. line type represents the situation at val_datiou stage #8 after the 925F
aBing treatment had been carried out. Comparison with the results from
sta_e _6 in the top left quadrant shows that there is very little
dimensional change during the aging treatment, as is to be expected from
_ such a stable material as 18N1 200 Grade. The second surface in the bottom
left qoadrant defined by the _ symbols and solid line is the reference
eotfsce created by grinding, and as a reference surface it is in fact quite
good With only a few points lying up to .0002 in above or below the
horizontal.
The efld 24 ma (,944 in) of the specimen was then milled usina a ball
ended cotter down _.o a thickness of °075 In (1.875 urn). The resultant
Surface at validated in stage 012 is shown In the top right hand quadrant by
the • _y_bols and- . - . line type and it can be Seen that the surface
curves Sedtly UpVards to 8ire an end deflection of between .002 and ,003 in
above the horisontal, with almost all of the deflection comin_ from the end
three point_ on each liflear profile, Subsequent g:indlng of the end 21 mm
(.84 in) down to a thickness 0£ .060 in (1.5 ram) produced the surface sho_
in the asme quadrant by _ symbols and- • - . lines, labelled _14 ().060
GRIND). This surface Is deflected slightly downwards showing that this
g_indl_g operation induced tensile stresses into the machined s_tface.
Th_ ritual machining operatio_ was to 8rind the end 12 mm (.472 in)
lob8 step dotm to a thtcl_ness of °030 in (°75 ms) aud the resultant surface
is shown in the bottom right hand quadrant by  symbolsand ...... lines
labelled PI6 (_.030 GRIND). Comparison with the previous s_rface shoes that
the e_treme end of the specimen has been depressed slightly furtherj
0
t ....
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iI. particularly at the benk edge. The specimert was the_ ccyocyclad to liquid
nttroSun temperature three times before brink revalidated in itS. the
i', results o_ _hich siva the surface shown by the _ symbols and dotted lines.
,_ labelled (CRYOCYGLE). Coalparism between the t_ao gut,aces shown in the
.11! botto_t right hand quadrant appears to show a Small amount of mveaent causedy cryocyclin8, particularly on the back linear profile. Previous results
' at Southampton (Ref.2) had suggested thac 18Hi 200 Grade did not distort}"
_i during cryocyc'_ing so these deviations need to be treated with caution. In
general, the Standards of machinins and validation on this sample, CLS, can
be considered _atisfactory. The behaviour of the other control Specimen.
°ii_'+ CLC, is shown in ¥isure 5. The deflectious cauded by the .060 in _tlltnK
stake and validated In #12 are somewhat larKer than in CLS, and in
_! consequence the thicker parrs of the specimen elope below the horizontal
] from left to right because of the location of the 3rd support point, 88
discussed in sections 3 and 7.3. Cot_parison of the pre- and post-cryocycledt
_! surfaces appears again to show some small movement durinK cryocyclln8.
The remaining four spectmene LS, LC, TS and TC shown Ln Figures 6 to 9
i: all received a t_o stage annealing treatment recommended by Vasco Pacific at
,_i 1850F and 15§OF prior to rou8h machintnK, and it would appear from
!_ comparison with the unannealed control specimens that this heat treatment
i_. was NOT beneficial as all the annealed speci_eni show much greater
_.', deflections than the unanuealed controls. However, there may _eo be other
v, factors that have to be considered before this initial supposition can be
!_ proven.
_4"
, ,_i, In all 4 specimens, the surface produced by rough machininK is
.._. tolerably flat but after _tllin$ the .236 in (6 ram) and ,.If8 in (3 mO
_, stepsD the two surface specimens show noticeably greater positive
deflections, and thus compressive stresses, t_n do the canter specimens.
:__,_ There is, however, little subsequent change in profile of the LS and TS
_',_: ea_plee when they are aged at 92SF, whereas both of the canter speclmeu_
_'_.+ . " seem to develop positive deflections as a result of the 92SF a_tng
_ treatment. The ei_uificance of these observations la, however, brought Into
question _hen the profiles generated from the _10 data are examined for all
..... 4 specimens. _rence to the machintn S schedule for 15N1 200 Grade in
._ Appendix l(a) w. show that #9 reads as follows:
"t9 Surface grind and/or lap flat margace (bottom) to thicknes_ _in_ a
"_#• t
maxim_ of .0005 in dove-feed p_r cut. Surface finish Co be 32
_L_!
_!, _icro-inchU. This surface will be used as a reference standard."
_'+.1._ It is clear from the #10 surfaces shown in FiSuree h.3
_x to _.6 that they are de_iuitely NOT of _eference
+ i+'+"" standard FLAT.KS. The worst e_ample can be found in
'_" the center profile og specimen TC, in _hich the recorded
.i+ deflection i_ +0020 in above the horizontal for
:,._,. measurement station _, a_d when this is corrected fo_
_,. the do_uvard slope of the _ho].e surface, the t_ue
+_I,;,. deflection is, in fact, nearer ,0050 in. ContraCt tht0
•,,.... with the reference surfaces produced on samples CL$ and
i , CLC in which no point lay more than .0002 in away from
_' the horizontal and it is obvious that the 4 annealed
;!"_ ° samples behaved differently. Certainly they did not
_ have a m_erance surface that was lapped flat.
,,, The out of flatness of the reference surfaces should be bor_e Ln _nd
_. when the results of subsequent machining and validation stakes are
,,. +Ii considered. Despite the effect of the poor reference flat, the significance
i'
i: i,
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of the very letse deflections created by the .060 in milling operation
validated In _12 should not be overlooked as they _re 8enerally about 2-3
times tho|e shown by either the umBnnealed control specimens CLS and CLC or
the Sotoc I sample. The met up of cbe spectmen_ for validation also seems
to be in error as amy be seen from Table 1.
Table lz Recorded Deflection for 18Ni 200 Grade Specimens at 012 Validation
_moml _ Ilmm_m*m*tmN*miD_ae_l*ummm*m*qmm*qDml UU NmOO_N m _ m_m _ m m _m m m
Station Deflection for Specimen (inches)
LS LC TS TC
m_m mm4m_om_mNm_mmHmm_ _m_mim4mmmmmiDmmm mD_mMmmNmlmmmmD_mJmp maMm4m_
& .0004 .0006 .0002 - .0015
I .0018 .0006 .0006 - .ont5
Q .0016 .0005 .0012 - .0016
mm a mmmm mmm--m_mm
All of these deflections should read zero for a well set
up specimen. If this basic requirement is not met, the
value of subsequent measurements is signtcantly reduced.
Zn all four specimens the .060 in grinding operation caused some
decrease in the _esidual compressive stresses induced by the previous
_illing steps, but in no case _ere they eliminated even after the second
_rindin S operation that reduced the thickness of the end step to .030 In.
RzalLtnation of the surface profiles shown in the bottom right hand
quadrant for the t16 and tie validation stages shows that there tea
reasonable consistency between the deflections measured before and after
cryocycltn 8 for the stations at the thick ends of the specimens that define
the basic profile of the surface. It is_ therefore, possible to have some
confidence in the validity of the deflections measured at the mere active
thin sections. In all four specimens there is in fact a very close
agreement between these two profiles indicating that there was very little,
if any, eovement during cryocycling.
We have thus the so_e_at paradoxical result Chat the generally
well-behaVed specimens CLS and CLC appear co show a g_eater degree of
_OVement during cryocyclin_ to liquid nitrogen temperature than is _ound in
the poorer annealed _ampl_z. Glve_ the criticisms made earlier about the
poor quality of the reference marfaces and set up prio_ to validation, it is
reasonable to conclude that 18Ni 200 Grade has a seed stability during
cryocyclins.
5. Co_mente off the Surface Profiles derived fro_ the Data on PRI3-8_o
There _re 7 specimens of PHI3-8Mo stainless steel Investigated in
this phase of the program and their machining and validation schedule was
sh0_ in Appendix l(b). There were only seven validation stages specified
or carried out for this material and thus Figures 10 to 16 each show the
seven surface profiles derived from the LaRC data. T_o basically different
machtntfi8 and heat-treatSeoc schedules were followed for these specimens:
for A-LS, A-LC, A-TS uad A-TC, it was
i) rough a_chine, ii) heat treat, ili) finish _achine, iv) cryocycle
e
.... i "
................ -: -" 1983-574-029TS,
i D,mmLP- "
!.
t! for A-CLS, ^-CLCand S-_S^, t_ wa_
.!, l) heaC treatD ti) rough _ehine, tii) finish _ehine, iv) cryocycleo
For sample A-LSA an additional cryocyele was in fact specified between
rough machining and finish machlnlng, but in the event it was omitted.
Thus, in effect. A-LSA received the _ame treatment as sample A-CLS, so
that comparison between their two sets of results shown in Figures I0 and If
respectively could give some idea of how consistent are the results frum two
supposedly similar specimens. As before, the first two profiles are shown
." In the top left quadrant. Set-up of the line AIq ts such that the measured
l_i deflection at Q is -.0013 in and thus below the horizontal while the back
position A is .0002 in above it. In contrast the back right point H is
• 0012 in above the horizontal while the front right position X shows a
deflection of -.0005 in.
Thus the whole specimen is set up on the tilt, and this tilt Is
evident in all of the subsequent surface profiles. Although it is not clear
from the sketch of the mounting fixture that was shown in Figure 3, it would
appear that it is not possible to alter the height of the two 5/8in balls
tl relative to each other in order to align the top of the specimen to be, accurately horizontal along the line AIQ. An alternative explanation for
_:_ the observed misalignment might be that the top and bottom faces of the
t specimen were not parallel. Even allowing for a possible tilt in the
i, specimen alignment, it is still not possible to account for the apparent
'i' shnpe of the reference surface created from the readings of validation stage
--_ #I0.
_" The surfaces shown in the top right hand quadrant show that milling!
,_, the .060 in step created compressive stresses and hence the positive
! deflections exhibited by #14, while subsequent grinding cancelled out these
i compressive stresses and replaced them with residual tensile stresses and
_ thus the ne8ative deflections found for the #16 validation stage.
" Furthermore, the magnitude of the change from compressive to tensile
_'- stresses is considerably larger than anything seen hitherto in 18Ni 200 Grade.
"_ Finally, the picture is completed by the two profile_ shown in the
_'. bottom right hand quadrate,. The first six measurements taken at the thicker
J'_ end of each linear profile are virtually co-incident for the #18 ami #20
surfaces representing the pre-and post-cryocycling situations respectively.
',_ Thu_ the differences shown by the thinner sections can be believed as a
_!_ genuine, a_d unfortunate, indication of the material's lack of stability on
_._ cryoeycltng into liquid nitrogen.
'_
_._ The picture presented by the similar sample A-CLS is no better. The
_: f6 and t8 surfaces are tilted and the reference surface in #10 is not flat,
i!i_ havin 8 a pronounced upward deflection of both thin corners with respect to
_._. the ten,eel The large compressive stresses induced by milling the .060 in
_ step, #14, are partially lob.red by subsequent grinding, #16, but in this
",_ case the tensile stresses induced are not largr _,nough to offset them
_ completely and there is a net residual compressive stress.
_i Finally, although the measurements taken on the thicker sections
!i;_ before and after cryocyelin8 do not coincide, it can be seen that the
..... post-cryocycle surface simply slopes down more sharply than before. Thus,
,i_._' the shift towards positive deflections shown by the thinner sections of thesp cimen are an underestimate of their true magnitude, thus confirming the
, ". instability of PHl3-8Mo to cryocyclin8.
_..
_i 7.
!i
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The third specimen heat-treated prior to rough machining was &,-CLC and
its results are given in Figure 12. This specimen appears slightly better
behaved than the previous two tn that it is not quite so tilted, nor is the
reference surface so out-at-flat. The compressive stresses induced by
milling the .060 in step are almost counterbalanced by the tensile stresses
created during grinding to leave net compressive stresses except at the
extreme tip.
The cryocycle results once _sgatn confirm that the material is not
dimensionally stable. Figures 13 to 15 arc for the four specimens that were
_'_ rough machined prior to heat-treatment and generally their behaviour seems
indistinguishable from those discussed earlier. All have tilting problems
to a greater or lesser extent and the reference surfaces are not flat. The
compressive stresses induced by milling are more or less compensated by
subsequent grinding-induced tensile stresses. Host significant is the
observation that in every case the deflections of the thinnest sections are
more positive after cryocycling than before, thus fully confirming the
dimensional instability of the material when eryocycled.
Taking an overview of all seven specimens, it would appear that the
variation in order of the heat-treatment had little or no effect; there are
indications that the deflections produced in samples cut from the surface
may be slightly greater than those from the center but the trend is not
conclusive. Neither is it possible to distinguish longitudinal and
transverse effects.
6. Col_nents on the Surface Profiles derived from the Data on A286
A total of 4 samples of the precipitation hardeued stainless steel,
A286p were in this phase of the project and the surface profiles generated
from the LaRC data are presented in Figures 17 to 20. The fabrication
schedule is detailed in Appendix l(c), from which it can be seen that for
these specimens the reference surface was ground onto the rectangular slab
to bring it down to size 2.362 x 2.362 x .472 in thick, rather than after
machining the .236 in and .118 in steps as in the 18Ni 200 Grade and PH13-8Ho
specimens. The reference surfaces are shown in the top left hand quadrant,
identified by = symbols and - .. - .. lines. Generally these surfaces are
of a reasonably good quality and they are set up quite well with Just a
slight tendency to tilt up a bit at the back right hand corner and down at
the left.
The very striking effect shown in this quadrant is undoubtedly the
very large deflections created in all four specimens by the process of
milling the .236 in and .118 in steps, the true deflections being even
larger then those indicated because of the left to right downward slope of
the reference plane itself. As noted in other parts of this report it _s g
not possible to calculate the magnitude of these compressive stresses
because there are not enough data points to establish the circular arc.
Ve_ofrOugh calculations indicate1 howevert that these surface stresses could
the order of 10 Kst.
Even larger deflections were created in all specimens by _[lling the
• 060 in step although they do not wecessarlly infer higher c_mpressive
stresses because the beam thickness has now been reduced. As noted above1
the A286 specimeus were cryoeycled at this stage and the surfaces before and
after the cryocycles are shown in the bottom left hand quadrant. The
pre-cryocycle conditon is shown by the _ symbols end- . - . lines and
labelled #gA (>.060 mill)D while the post-cryocycle condition has + symbols,
dotted lines and is labelled #8C (>cryocycle). There is a very 8sod
8.
t
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a agreement between the two surfa_e_ tn alt eases, thus canftrming the known
excellen¢ cryogenic stabitity u_ A286 stainless steer.
The posC-cryocycla surface is also plotted in the upper right tmnd
quadrant to allow easy comparison with the surfaces produced by she .060 in
grinding stage 010, * symbols and - • - . line typep aM the relieving ,030
in grind of the end section, shown by * symbols and continuous lines. The
comparison between the surfaces created by milling the .060 in step and
grinding the .030 in step. offers the mast spectacular indications of
work-induced dimensional changes, especially in the two center specimens LC
and TC, shore Large positive deflections due to compressive stresses are
4 overcome in the thinnest step by equally large grinding-induced tensile
stresses.
The deflections induced in the two .urface specimens by milling are
eomewt_t smaller than in the center specimens, neither do the subsequent
grinding stages seem to c_uee such large tenstte stresses. These trends ere
probably significant but it would need further confirmatory tests if it were
thought to be an important enough aspect of the behaviour of this material.
7. Additional Information on the Surface Finish and Profile
of Selected Samples
7.1 Surface Finish
In view of the comments made earlier about the apparently poor finish
on the reference surfacess the surface finish of three samples, 18Ni 200LC.
A286LSs and PH13-gHos together with Chat of the _aPi 200 Grade sample,
Solon I, were recorded using a contacting stylus _':3_, a Talysurf made by
Rank Taylor Hobson. The location and orientation of the traces measured on
all four samples is as shown in Figure 2l(a). Trace A is taken across the
- width of the specimen at its thickest point and is thus indicative of both
the surface finish and the flatness along this lines which remains
_ essentially unchanged throughout all the fabrication sequences. Trace C is
also taken across the width of the specimen, but in this case it is at its
thinnest point near the "trailing edge". If the surface finish were uniform
_ over the reference surface, the measured surface finish for trace C would be
the same ms that for A. As, however, the later stages of machining cause
the thin trailing edge to bow. the trace recorded shows the surface finish
.! superimposed on the bowed profile.
i_ Trace B is taken along the length of the specimen from thickest to
thinnest saetionsj buC, due to the limited deflection capability Df the
Talysurf of about .OO1 In at this sensitlvity_ it is not possible to
measure to the thinnest end of gust specimens as their deflections exceed
J .001 in. Nevertheless, comparison of the initial, linear portion of trace B
with either traces A or C shows whether there Is any pronounced anisotrepy
In the _achintng and surface finish on the reference surface.
Figure 2I(b) shows the trace obtained during calibration for a known
step h_lght of .0001 tn (100 mtcroinches). This sensitivity setting was
used for all the traces shown In Figures 21, 22_ 23 and 24.
Figure 21(c) shows the trace along lint A for sample Solon 1. A
similar surface finish is also exhibited in traces C and B. Now chat our
experience with e total of eighteen samples has shown that deflections
- produced during step fabrication ere typically in the range sO01 tc .010 in,
it is clearly unnecessary to specify such high surface finishes for
subsequent specimens.
e
Traces C ano B in Figures 2I(d) and 21(_) give nn indication of the
profile changes produced during f_brtcatton. As, however, they only show
those portions for which the total deflection varies by less than .001 in,
they should not be used for considering profile changes.
Reference to Figure 22 shows the throe comparable traces obtained when
the Vaacomax 200 sample LC was _easured at Southampton. Traces A and C in
Figures 22(c) and 22(d) show that no penks lie further than .00005 in, 50
microinchea, away from the mean line, while tn Figure 22(e), trace a shows
an even better surface fintBh In the longitudinal direction with peaks lying
within about 20 microtnches from the mean. In relation to the deflections
produced during fabrication, and the inconsistencies apparent in the
validation procedure, this surface finish is perfectly acceptable.
The traces obtained for the A286 specimen LS shown in Figure 23 show a
poorer surface finish than that produced on the 18Ni 200 Grade samples. In
_' particular, trace A in Figure 23(e) shows deviations from the _ean of
about+_80 mic_oinches occurrin 8 in a regular wave-like pattern. On the other
hand, trace C in Figure 23(d) is smoother, although it is superimposed on a [
large trans_erse bowing of this thin section. Trace B in Figure 23(e) shows
that deviations in the longitudinal direction are about 20-30 microinches
away from the mean line. There appears, therefore to be a strong anisotropy
in the surface finish on this sample.
Finally, Figure 24 shows the results obtained fur the PRl3-8Mo sample
A-TS. Compared with any of the previous samples, the surface finish has a
much shorter wavelen8th with deviations less than +_40 microinches from the
mean, except for occasional spikes visible in traces B and C which are about
100-150 microinches above the mean Line. Very similar finishes are sho_n in i
traces A and C for the transverse directions, while the longitudinal trace B
shown in Fibre 24(e) shows a longer wavelength component in the surface
finish.
Nevertheless, with the possible exception of trace A shown in Figure
23(c) for A286 which is on the upper limits of what might be considered as
acceptable, the surface fit,lab of all the specimens can be considered to be
satisfactory for use in the stepped specimen program. As long as no
deviations are in excess of +_50 microinches from the mean line, errors due
to surface finish will be less than .0001 in, which is a much lower figure
than the errors introduced by other sources. 1
7.2 Profile ,i
t
In order to be able to compare the profiles generated from the data
obtained tn this phase of the stepped specimen project, and that cbtainedfrom the 18Ni 200 Grade sample. So,on 1. the three samples. 18Ni 200 LC. A286LS
and PHI3-8Mo A-TS, were revalidated at Southampton usin 8 the con,artless
capacitance probe method described_ in Reference 2. As the area *'seen** by
the capacitance probe is about 9_ 2, small surface irregularities are /
averaged _ut and thus a good surface finish is not essential. 18Ni 200 Grade j
sample Soton 1 was also revalidated and Figure 25 shows the location and
orientation of the 6 traces measured. Trace 3 was positioned s, as to
correspond to the line of the measurement stations &-H in the LaRC
specimens, while trace 2 corresponded to stations I-Q and trace 1 to
stations P-X. Trae_s 4, 5 and 6 are perpendicular to traces 1, 2 and 3 and
trace 4 corresponds approximately to the line Atq and trace 6 to the line
HPX, while trace 5 lies between the lines 8JR and CKS.
tO.
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The black circles marked on the tracer shown in FIBures 25 to 32
correspond co the locations of the three points used Co level the mamples
prior to validation,, Also marked on ouch of those figures is the scale of
the deflection, and on the longltudtqaI fracas in Figures 25, 27, 29 and 31
the loc_tion of the steps in the specimen is ,_lno lqdtceted.
The lonsitudlnnl t_'eccs recorded on 18N1 _00 Grade semDlo Soton _., are
'il shown tn Figure 25. All thre¢_ truces show clearly u sharp c'mnso st ,;no
position of the 3 to 1.5 mm step from a linear truce ut the thick end of th_
., sumple to an almost linear truce at the thinner end. The maximum
deflections of the extreme tips are .0030 ln, .0032 in and .0023 in for
traces I, 2 and 3 respectively. Turning now to Figure 26, it can be se,z;
that there is no variation across the width of the specimen along lines 4
and 5. but that truce 6 shows the edges to bow down compared with the centre
by about .0003 in at the left and .0012 in at the right.
The corresponding traces for 18Ni 200 Crude sample LC are shown in Figures
27 and 28 for the longitudinal and transverse traces respectively. In
Figure 27. the profile of the reference surface generated from the LaR_ da_',is also shown inset at the cop left of the figure and It can be seen that
agreement is qualitatively very 8sod. The nature of the longitudinal tracvu
on this 1aNt 200 Grade _,ample differs significantly from that of Sot,,, 1 tr _ _
there is no sharp change of slope between linear segments as lr .e ,, o 1.., ,
rather a gradual upward deflection whlch starts betw,,en ttte" ' _, step
and the beginning of the 3 to 1.$ mm change. As note; _" 'L_'_._.c,e
fabrication sequence differed between the Southampton ' d _a._C specimens in
• that the LaRC samples have a smooth, curved change in t_'-ckness from 3 to
1,0' 1.5 mm rather than a sharp step as in the Southampton specimen. It is
possible that the smooth curves shown by traces 1. 2 and 3 in Figure 27 are
I,'i_. in part due tO this gradual change of section.
_!i_ The quantitative aspects of these deflections will be considered in
_,;_,,_ more detalt in Section 7.3, but it is worth noting at this stage that the
i,] maximum deflections shown at the thinnest end of Scion 1 are .0030..0032
:, and .0023 inches for _urves 1. 2 and 3 respectively, whereas for sample LC
the corresponding valu._ are .0088..0096 and .0086 inches respectively. ICoi
would appear, therefore, that 18Nl 200 Grade sample LC has a residual
!i deflection three times .l_rger than that of the Soton 1 sample.
._, Figure 28 shows the three transverse traces. 4. $ and 6. recorded for
_i_ sample LC. Traces 4 and § confirm the transverse flatness of this sample in
,, the thicker sections, while trace 6 shows the now familiar transverse
., bowing. The magnitude of this center to edge bowing is about .0012 inches. ,
,:, which correlates reasonably well with the differences between curves 2 and 3
or 2 and 1 in Figure 27. The values shown in Figure 28 are the more
reliables however, because they are the results of direct measurements
rather than by graphical construction. I!
Figures 29 and 30 illustrate the traces recorded on the PHI3-8Mo
sample A-TS. The longitudtnsl traces of Figure 29 resemble the previous set
of _races for 18Ni 200LC in that they show a gradually increasing upward 1
sweep with no abrupt changes which starts betweu the 6 to 3 mm step tad the
beginning of the 3 to 1.5 mm curved thickness change. As before, the
reference surface generated from the LaRC data is also shown inset at the
.. top left hand corner of the figure and it can be seen that agreement Is
"'_ qualitatively good. Figure 30 shows tns correspondin S transverse records
._ and close inspectS_on o!" traces 4 and _ su_ests Chat the edges are
_, approximately .0002 It_ higher than the center in trace 4 and .0003 in hisher
. in trace 5. T._ v,x_lations shown by trace 6 are larger and of such a form
o .
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that the center a_d both edsas are at about the same level, with a dLtp of
abOUt 00008 in to the left and one of .0005 In in depth to the riBht of
center,
The final set of traces shown in Figures 31 and 32 are for &ample LS
of _86 stainless steel. The lensitudtnal traces of Fisure 31 are
strt_inSly diffe_ent from those for 18Hi 200 Grade and PH13-eMo in that there
is a reversal of the slope of the curves, and thus a chanSe from residual
compressive to Cecile stresses, In the 0.75 mm thick end step.
* Furthermore, the curvature of the trace In the resion cotrespondin8 to the
end step of thickness 0075 ma (0030 in) is a w_ry 8sod approximation to an
arc of a _ttcla se indicated by the circular arc superimposed on trace 2 in
Fi_,re 31. As noted in Reference 2, the skin stress in such caset is Ktven
by
F - E t a/c 2
where R is the elastic modulus, t the beam thickness, 2c the chord lensth
and a the central deflection,
From Ftsure 31, usin S the appropriate scaling factors for the
horizontal and vertical dimension, we _lnd that for a chord lensth, 2c of
0.4 t_, the central deflectlonp a, is .001 in. The _odulus og A286 t8
29z10 ° psi and the bean thickness .030 in. Hence. ou substitution:
F - 2.9 x 107 _ 3 x 102 _ 1 x 103 psi = 2.16x104 psi - 22 I@1
2 X 10-" 2 x 10-A
Thus the residual tensile skin stress left by the final grindtn8 stake
in the thinnest end step is of the order of 22 Ks_. For coapartson, the 1
compressive stresses induced in the 18Nt 200 Grade 8_nple Satan l built up t
_. from $ to 9 Rel over _he fo_r end _Ltllin g stales. Although a 1_ore thoroush I
_:' ptoSram of work would be necessary to confirm and u.,Itqerstand these stress
patterns in 8rearer depth, these results are a further l_dicatiou of the I
potential value o5 the stepped specimen proSram, j
J
Inset in the top left corner of Ftsure 31 are the reference surfaces
aenorated from the LaKC data for the #12 data points which were taken a_ter !
the final ,030 in grtndln8 staBe_ and _re thus directly co_paeable with the
traces 8hewn in the flSure, tosether with that for the _SC data points taken
after _ryocycltns. T_o sets of surfaces are sho_n to clarify the position
--_. o5 the reference _urface in the thicker parts o5 the epeclaen as the data is
rather suspect for point It on the _12 trace. Compari|ofl between the surface
_:' generated from the _12 LaitC data points and traces 1, 2 and 3 made at
Southampton IS qualitatively qut_e _od despite the small number of points
available t_ the LaRC data to define the profile of the thin end section.
• Finally, Fisure 32 shows the three traces 4, $ and 6 taken in the
ttaAsverse direction. As expected, trace 4 t8 essentially Linear, _hlle
trace $ shows a sllsht downward deflection at the rlSht hand end and trace 6
reveals the familiar bowln_ of the thin end with, in th,s case. the _reatest
deflection of shout .002 inches at the left.
•' 7.3 Det_e Deflections at the
/ Th mens
_. As noted in Section 3, the method of support use in the validation "
_, steps is s_ch that the third support _oint lies approximately beAaath
_! 12.
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measurement station M as shown in Fisure 30 In moat specluns the curvature
starts so_wh_re to the left of this support point and thus the reference
ii eurface seem to elope downwards fro_ left to right. Many of the negative
readings shown in the validation stages are therefore due to this do_mward
slope of the whole reference plane, rather than being indications of true
. negative deflections from the reference plane. Furthermore, the .ecorded
_' maBnitudes of the positive deflections from the measurement stations at the
thin end of the specimen are considerably lower than the actual deflec_ibns.
"i These effects are demonstrated in FiEure 33 for the 18Ni 200 LC and
PHI3-SMO A-TS samples. The data points at meuurement stat£oflO A-H are
plotted u0tn8 X_--X symbols, those at stations I-P using _ symbols and
those at Q-X using .---o . Straight ].lnes are drawn to be best fits
throush the first three data points for each profile and then projected to
, extend beneath the points measured at the extreme stations, H. P and X. _he
!, true deflection is then obtained from the vertical distance between the
-,t projected line and the measurement point. For 18Ni 200 Grade asmple LC thesei
, save true deflections of 00070. 00086 and 00077 inches for poeitlo_s He P
_' and X. while reference to the Southampton measurements eho_n in tiSure 27
i gives deflections of 00082, 00092 and 00084 inches respectively.
i+ Considering the uncertainties involved in drawing the best fit lines, ahd
i' the fact that the Southampton traces were taken over 6 months after the La_C
readtnse on ea_plas that had not been boxed or handled with any particular
; care, aBree_ent is very satisfactory.
i* A similar eerLee of conetructLo_ t8 shown in the lower part of FiSure
,, 33 for the FHI3-SHo sample A-TS. These give deflections of 00094 for
,j+;.i position H, 00107 for P and 00092 inches for X respeCtiVely, while the
', corresponding values taken from Figure 29 are 00085 from trace 3, .0096 from
+':_ trace 2 and 00090 inches from trace 1. Once again, therefore, a_reeae_t "
+! between the two sets of meeauremnts is very good.
ii Data fro_ the A286 sample LS is _ore difficult to handl_ becamle it iS
, difficult to Set a good linear fit to the first three points on the linear
profiles and this introduces a large uncertainty into the poeitiofl of the
,,, extrapolated value at the thin end of the sample. Nevertheless. as noted
+_i earlier, qualitative agreement betwee_ the t_o sets of measure_nte Ls $ood.
,i
13.
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8. Conclusions
. The main points that eemrge from the data obtained from the specimens
procured by LaRC, together with that obtalaed subsequently at Southampton,
are smmarisnd In Table 2. Although it has been possible to criticize a
number of aspects of the machining and validating procedures0 a large amount
of useful inforzatLon has nevertheless been generated by this ptu_a of the
stepped specimen program.
,_ 1. Of particular relevance is the poor dimensional stability showfl by
all the PRI3-8Ho samples when cryocycled Co liquid nitrogen temperature,
This raises doubts a8 to the suitability of this mnteriai for use In models
for cryogenic utud tunnels, particularly those applications such ea an
instrumented wing that would require a lot of fabrication.
2. Also of sigdiflcance is the apparently poorer behaviour og the 4
18gi 200 Grade epec4_nns that were annealed prior to rough machining. If
these results are genuine, it sUggeSted chat this type o_ heat-treatment
should not be USed.
3. There do not seem to be any Significant differences between the
behaviour of specimens orientated p_rallel e_d perpendicularly to the major
rolling axis of the plate° However, metallographic examination suggests
that none of the three materials Casted had strongly orientated textures, so
these results do not rule out orientation effects in the _ore highly -.
textured materials. Although there are indications that there are some
differences between center a_d surface specimens, the trends are not very
strong and are contradictory lnasmt_ch as the surface specimens seemed to be I
more active in the 18Ni 200 Grade, while the opposite trend was indicated in
the A286, ,_
4. Despite first appearances, the surface finish does not appear to be6'
_- critical, as variations of less than +50 microinches only cause errors of
.0001 inch which is at the lower limit for reliable measurements,
particularly _tth stylus probes.
5. It is, however, vitally important that the reference surface be
established a8 truly flat to within .0001 inch if subsequent cha_ee are to
be followed meaningfully.
6, It is equally vital that the samples can be set up with their I
reference surface In a truly horizontal plane. To this end, some thought #
should be given to alternative methods of support, particularly moving the
3rd point to beneath the thicker parts of the specimen which do not deflect
when the thinner parts do so. In this way, changes Jn the shape o_ the
reference , lrfaCe can be followed more easily and more accurately.
14.
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9. l_acommendetlon8
1, A similar configuration of stepped specimen be used for the next
three samples, A286, PH13-8Mo, and 18Nt 200T.
2, All three sample8 should have the same fabrication and validation
sequence, which should take into account the lessons to be learned from this
phase of Work.
• 3. Some of the specimens left o_er from this phase of the program
should be used for additional tests_ Inch as further thermal cycling or
high-temperature stress-relieving heat-treatments.
h. In the near future a _te closely controlled series of rut8 should
be carried out o_ one particular material, possibly the new 18Ni 200T,
- in order to obtain a deeper understanding of the stress levels created by
- different _achtning techniques and how they _ay be cofltrolled by thermal
stress tel/el.
5. Some thought be given to the optimum form in which the data is to be
presented 8o that the possibility of computer controlled data storage,
_" analysis and presentation can be investigated.
...
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_ APPENDIX1 (a)
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April 20, 1982
AmendedHay 3, 1982
'_:i: FABRICATIONPROCESSFOR18Nt 200 GRADE
ii STABILITYSTEPSPECIHENS;/ 1. SpecimensL5, LC, TS, and TC to be heat-treated as follows:
a. Annelat 1840°F - 1870°F for fOrty-fiVe (45)
mtnutes to one (1) hour. OONOTEXCEED1870°F.
Air cool to roomtemperature.
b. Completeannealing processby heating to 1550°F
+_20°Fand hold for forty-five (45) minutes to one (1)
_: hour• Air cool to roomtemperature.
_o c. Q. C• to verify complianceof heat-treating procedureas per!
._:, Steps la and lb.
,_} Control specimensCLSandCLCwill not receive this heat-treatment.
:_" 2• Roughmachineall specimensto size 2•362" x 2.362" x .482" thick
:}_ ustng a __newfiat bottomendmtll (Flood cool using Cambelene
_r
:4,,:_ B1ue-Coo1)
,_ 3. Hark endof specimensas indicated on drawing.
._'._:
' 4. Hap, measure, and record as per spectal Instructions.
_
j! 5. Hachtnethe .236" and the .118" steps to +.010" to leave the ,i18"
_i step 1.417" long using a flat bottom end mt11. (Flood cool using
iil CambeleneBlue-Cool)
i 6. Hap, measure,and record as per special Instructions.
7. Ail specimensto be _gedat gOO°Fto 925°F for six (6) hours.
AtP cool to roomtemperature, q. C. to verify complianceof heat-
treating procedure.
_ ifi::
:i 16.
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FABRICATIONPROCESSFOR18Nt 200 GRADE
STABILITY STEPSPECIMENS
(continued)
8. Map, measure, and record as per special instructions. Also
mapand record hardness check.
9. Surface grind and/or lap flat surface (bottom) to thickness
using a maximumof .0005" down-feed per cut. Surface finish
to be 32 micro-inches. This surface will be used as a reference
standard.
10. Map, measure, and record as per special instructions.
ll. Machtne the .060" step to a plus .015", .944" long. using
a Ne_ww_"diameter ball end mill. Step-over (machine feed) to
be .050". (Flood cool using Cambelene Blue-Cool)
12. Map, measure, and record as per special instructions. Also
._ map and record hardness check.
13. Grind the .060" step to finish dimension, .709" long, using a
maximumof .0005" dO_,l feed per cut. Surface finish to be
32 micro-inches. (Flood cool using Cambelene Blue-Cool)
14. Map, measure, and record as per special tn;tructtons.
= 15. Grind the .030" step to finish dimension, .472" long, using a
maximumof .0005" downfeed per cut. Surface finish to be
32 micro-inches. (Flood cool using Cambelene Blue-Coot)
16. Map, measure, and record as per special instructions. Also
map and record hardness check.L
17. Thermally cycle specimens in cryostat as follows:
,. a. Attach two (2) the_ocouples to spectmen for
monitoring temperature.
'_ _ 17.
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FABRICATIONPROCESSFOR18Ni200GRADE
STABILITYSTEPSPECIMENS
(Concluded)
b. Immersespecimenin 11quld nitrogen untll
temperature of specimenreaches -320°F.
c. Removespecimenfrom cryostat and a11ow
sufficient time for specimento reach
temperature. ;R. i
d. Thermalcyclespecimenthree(3)times
repeatingsteps 17a, 17b, and 17c.
18. Map,measure,andrecordas per specialinstructionS.Also
map and recordhardnesscheck.
SpecialInstructions- Priorto heattreatment,all surfaces
mustbe finishedto a 40 rmsminimum. No toolmarks.All inside
cornersshallhavea .030"minimumradius.
4
18.
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]
1,
_ Hay 10, 1982
i
tI, FABR;CATZONPROCESSFOR13-8 SS
1 STABILITY STEPSPECIMENS
1. Material confirmation.
_! 2. Roughmachine specimens A-LS, A-LC, A-TS, and A-TC to +.050".
_11 3. Heat-treat all specimens as follows:iII a. Solution treat at 1700°F. +jS°F. for _ hour.
_: b. Atr cool to below 60°F. (cold water) hold temperature
::"!i b,,lo,,6O°F. I1)ho,,-.
_i c. Age at 1400°F. for two (2) hours.
:ii
!: d. Atr cool to room temperature.
!_ e. Re-age at llSO°F, for four (4) hours.
-_:: f. At r cool to room temperature.
; _',
:;,_ 4. Hachtne all specimens to stze 2.362" x 2.362" x .482" thtck
_ using a new flat bottom end mtll. (Flood cool ustng Cambelene
I: B1ue-Cool )
:i 5. Hark end of specimens as Indicated on dra_vtng.
:,i':_ 6. Hap, measure, and record as per special Instructions. Also map
::_ and record hardness check.
?o:_ 7. Hachtne the .236" and the .118" steps to +.010" to leave the
)," !:
, .118" step 1.417" long ustng a flat bottom end mt11. (Flood
_ coO1using CarnbeleneBlue-Cool)
I:_ 8. Repeat step 6.
_:. ;
it/!
o ,I ' i
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FABRICATIONPROCESSFOR 13-8SS
' STABILITYSTEPSPECIMENS
(continued)
g. Surfacegrindand/orflatsurface(bottom)to thicknessusing
a maximumof .0005"down-feedper cut. Surfacefinishto be 32
micro-lnches.(FloodcoolusingCambeleneBlue-Cool)Thls
:_° surface will be used as a reference standard.
10. Repeat step 6. Hardnesscheck omitted.
11. SpecimenA-LSAto be thermallycycledin cryostatas follows:
a. Attachtwo (2)thermocouplesto specimenfor
monitoringtemperature.
b. Immersespecimenin liquidnitrogenuntil
temperaturereaches-320°F.
c. Removespecimenfromcryostatandallow
:_ sufficientimefor specimento reachroom
tempera_are.
_. 12. Repeatstep6 on specimenA-LSA- Thisstepomitted.
_- 13. Machinethe .060"stepto a plus.015",.g44"longusinga ne__ww
_" diameterballendmi11. Step-over(machinecross-feed)
• to be .050". (Flood cool using CambeleneBlue-Cool)
14. Repeatstep6.
=., 15. Grindthe .060"stepto finishdimension, .709"long, using
! |
a maximumof .O00S" down-feed per cut. Surface finish to be 32
_, micro-IncheS. (Flood cool using CambeleneBlue-Coo1)
16. Repeatstep 6.
i'
17. Grind the .030" step to finish dimension, .47E" long, usingIi
_,_ a maximumof .0005" down-feedper cut. Surface finish to be
" 32 micro-inches. (Flood cool using CambeleneBlue-Cool)
_: 20.
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t FABRICATIONPROCESSFOR13-8 SSSTABILITYSTEPSPECIMENSi (concluded)
18. Repeat step 6.
19. Themally cycle all specimenstn cryostat as follows:
a. Attach two (2) thennocouplesto specimen
monitoring temperature•
b. Immersespectmentn ltqutd nttrogen
until temperature reaches -320°F.
1!" c• Removespectmenfrom cryostat and ellow t
ti spectmento reach roomtemperature•
ti! d Thermalcycle spectmenthree (3) times,
, i repeating steps 19a, 19b, and 19c.
t,
_._. 20. Map, measure, and record as per Spectal Instructions.
t:_; Also mapand record hardnesscheck•
IW- _
!:
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May 4, 1982
FABRICATIONPROCESSFORA-286 STAINLESS
STEELSTABILITYSPECIRENS
1. Roughmachineall specimensto size 2.372" x 2.372" x .482" thick
using a newflat bottomendmill (Flood cool using CambeleneBlue-
Cool).
2. Grind all specimensto size 2.362" x 2.362" x .472" thick using
a maximumof .0005" down-feedper cut. Surface finish to be 32
micrO-Inches.
3. Hark endo_ specimensas Indicated on drawing.
4. Map,measure,and record as per spectal instructions.
5. Hachinethe .236" and the .118" steps to +.010" to leave the .118
step 1:417" long using a new_" diameter ball end mt11. (FloOd
cool using CambeleneBiue-Cool).
6. Repeat step 4.
7. Machinethe .060" step to a plus .015", .944" long, using a new
_" diameter ball endm111. Step-over (machine feed) to be .050"
(Flood cool ustng CambeleneBlue-Cool).
8. Repeat step 4; cryo cycle (NASA);reoeat _tep 4.
:: g. Grind the .060" step to finish dimension, .709" long, ustng a maxi-
mumof .0005" down-feedpepcut. Surfa:e fintsh to be 32 micro-
tnches. (Flood cool using CambeleneBlue-Cool). e
10. Repeat step 4.
il. Grind the .030" step to ftnish dimension, .472" long, using a J
maxtmumof .0005" down-feedper cut. Surface finish to be 32
micro-inches. (Flood cool using CambeleneBlue Co01).
Q
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FABRICATIONPROCESSFORA-286 STAINLESS
STEELSTABILITYSPECINENS
(concluded)
12. Repeatstep 4.
SPECIALINSTRUCTIONS:All lnstde corners shall havea .030" mtntmum
radius. Cutwell 40 otl maybe used if neededto producea better
ftntsh. Mark each spectmenwtth matertal Identification A-286.
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i Table 2s Summary of ltesults from Stepped Specimens procured by IaRC
m_m_me1e_e_w_mmwm_mmmmmm_gmmmmm_mmmm_mm_m_mmmmmm_mmmmm_mmmmmIas_m_mm_Hmmmm_n_l_s_
CheracCoristic 18Nt 200 Gr0de a286 Plil3-8Ho
mm_mmmmmm_mmmmmtwmmmmm_mmmmwmm_mmmmmm_mmmmammsammma_mme_m_atmmmmNmmmmmmmm
a) Cryosantc
stability Good, Excellent. Poor.
b) ¥latneas of CLC and CLS - seed. All pod. All bad, k-LSA,
ref.surface LS,LC,TC,TS - bad. A-CLS,A-TC wors_
c) Surface finish Variable, e.s. iS, Coarse srindlns Medium pitch
of tel.surface TC show fins srindlns marks anTS and srindlns marks
marks, while TS and but_marks on visible on all
CLS also show coarser ChinnsaC uctlon, specimens but
pitch. Talysurf show Talysurf traces Talysurf trace
approx. 59_1n finish, show waviness with suMests approx
: amplitude )-_50 sin.30 sin finish.
d) Set up for CLC and CLS seed All reasonable to Generally poorj
..... verification, LS,LC,TS and TC very pod with with soma points
: out of true of poor especially at variations less very bad, up to
• 'i.. line kIq #10, #12 and #14, than .0005 in. .002 in off lin_.
i i vary by _ _.001 i_.
' e) Fabrtcaklo_ Pre-machlnin 8 2 sCase NoC applicable. No apparently
and heat- anneal NOT beneficial significant
treatment All samples show 8sod differences
sequence dimensional stability between samples
after 925P aging heat-treated
treat ent, before 'or after
roush machininS.
f) Sensitivity to CLC, CLS, LC and TC, Deflections over Moat specimens
rough machining almost unaffected. .005 In created in unaffected, small
LS and TS show mild LS, TS and TC by tensile stresses
compressive sCreseee, mi_ltn s coarse in A-LC, small
"i steps, compressivein A-LS.
it_ 8) Magnitude of Averase of .003 Co Varies from .008 Average of .005deflection .005 in. for TC and TS to to .OOS In
! change from No sirens trends. %016 to .020 In No sirens trends
i + .050 mill to for LS and LC.
i' .030 srind.
E
_, h) Oiffe_encee Marslnally larger Sltshtly larser Marginally more
bet_men Surface deflections fro_ step deflections shown deflection from
: and Center, milling of Surface by Center Surface than
; LonSitudiual specimens LS and TS specimens than Center
and Transverse than Center. Surface.
No slsnificanC difference between lon_itudinal and transverse
24.
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, 0_%:_1tIN- _'._--'__
OF pO0_ Q_LI_
.60.0 mm(2.362)
12.0 (.472) TYP
12.0 (.472)
6.o (.236 .5 (.o59) o,.?5(.03013.o (.118)
SPECIMENCONFIGU_TION
STAMPENDSASSHOWN
// _ r/
// /
,, / //
// /
,. _/ / t/
./ / / /
NOTES:
1. SpecimensLS, LC, TS, & TC to be annealed befere rough machining. Tempered
after roughmachining.
2. CLS& CLCare to be temperedafter rough machining.
3. A]I specimensare to be measuredafter roughmachiningbefore and after each
heat treatment, i
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